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The state’s highest court on Wednesday narrowed the scope of the state’s longtime felony

murder law, ruling that defendants in fatal crimes can no longer be convicted of first-

degree murder unless it is proven that they set out to kill or knew their actions would likely

turn fatal.

The ruling affects accomplices who drove the getaway car or otherwise participated in a

crime — but weren’t the actual “triggerman.’’ It also will affect a person who committed a

felony — such as a rape or a robbery — and a victim died sometime later.

The Supreme Judicial Court ruling raises the

burden of proof in such cases, making it more

difficult for prosecutors to secure first-degree

murder convictions, legal specialists said. It is

not retroactive.

“A prosecutor is going to have satisfy a jury that
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intended a robbery and had bad luck.”

Until now, “the intent to commit the felony is sufficient alone to establish malice,” Chief

Justice Ralph D. Gants wrote in the ruling.
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